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TOP STORY: UTSS Provides Counselling and Trains
Counsellors to help people with albinism cope with trauma
and heal
UTSS founder and director Peter Ash travelled to Tanzania in the spring, with Dr. George Rhoades, a licensed
psychologist from Hawaii and specialist in Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) to continue to provide much
needed counselling to the girls and boys who are in the Education Program of UTSS. UTSS staff also continued
in their training to carry on this important healing work. Peter Ash shares his heart for this next phase of UTSS
work.
All the kids with albinism have suffered trauma,
even the ones who haven’t been physically
attacked. Virtually all of the kids have struggled
with societal rejection. Almost all have suffered
abandonment. They were traumatized before
they entered government schools, and the trauma
just deepened through their experiences in these
schools.
To have Dr. George Rhoades come over, with his
expertise and commitment to training our own staff,
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How many people with albinism received help
during Dr. Rhoades most recent trip?
57: the number of children, teens and adults
who received individual counselling from Dr.
Rhoades.
74: the number of children, teens and adults
who participated in “rap sessions” with Dr.
Rhoades and the UTSS team.
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is a huge milestone. Several months ago, we had
some initial training. This time Dr. Rhoades came
to do one-on-one training and group counselling.
We selected staff to be trained and join in on
Dr. Rhoades’ work, staff who work with the kids
regularly. The idea was they would learn how to do
the counselling by witnessing Dr. Rhoades do it. It’s
a practicum implementation of the theory we were
taught in previous sessions with him, and these are
skills the UTSS team can continue on with. We are
training our staff, even as we provide play therapy
and art therapy for the kids.
What is art and play therapy?
Art therapy: “Making art to improve a person’s
physical, mental, and emotional well-being. The
creative process involved in expressing one’s
self artistically can help people to resolve issues
as well as develop and manage their behaviors
and feelings, reduce stress, and improve selfesteem and awareness.” (www.arttherapyblog.
com)
Play therapy: “Play therapy is to children what
counseling is to adults. Play therapy utilizes
play, children's natural medium of expression,
to help them express their feelings more easily
through toys instead of words.” (Centre for Play
Therapy, www.cpt.unt.edu).

We see a lot of silence, detachment, quiet resolve,
and withdrawal from the children. It’s hard to get
them to open up. That’s a sign of trauma. It’s also
cultural. In most African cultures, children don’t
talk to adults. They speak when they are spoken
to. A child even sharing his or her problems with
their parent wouldn’t happen there, like it does
in other parts of the world. The trauma they have
experienced adds to that silence. Art and play
therapy therefore become even more important.
Dr. Rhoades will come back again on an ongoing
basis and he’s available to our staff for skype and
email consultations. This is the first time we’ve
heard of this in Africa, counselling being provided
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for people with albinism, and training in counselling
to equip those who help people with albinism.
We are not just taking kids and throwing them
into school. These are our kids. We are the legal
guardians of these kids. We provide everything,
from toothpaste to taking care of the emotional
wellbeing of these kids. If we don’t do it, they are
not being cared for in this way. UTSS takes the
emotional and spiritual wellbeing of our students
very seriously.
I can share that we are seeing the kids opening up.
We are doing the work of raising healthy adults.
If you get kids who are highly educated, but who
are emotionally damaged, it will affect their ability
to have a stable life. This is part of the wholistic
care approach we have with our students. We
can’t give them their family back – although we do
everything to make that happen if it’s possible –
but we can surely give them this.
A look inside the sessions that train staff and help
children talk and begin to heal from their trauma
trained staff
Play therapy might involve working with a sand
tray that allows children to use toys in a small
container of sand to tell their story. Dr. Rhoades
worked with one nine-year old boy who was
reluctant to verbally tell his story, but opened
up quickly using the sand and toys.
Some sessions began with a “rap session” for
the children and adults. The participants have
the opportunity to submit questions prior to
the session, confidentially on pieces of paper.
Dr. Rhoades than addresses the questions in
the larger group. Dr. Rhoades reports that this
technique works especially well with teens
who might be especially self-conscious to ask
questions in front of their peers.
As Dr. Rhoades worked with individual girls
and boys and also in group settings, he was
demonstrating techniques to the UTSS staff
who were being trained.
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Spotlight on Understanding Albinism Seminars
This spring UTSS conducted several Understanding
Albinism seminars to help Tanzanians understand
the truth about albinism.
These seminars are a proven tool to help stop
the brutal attacks on girls and boys with albinism.
We see a reduction in attacks in areas where
Understanding Albinism seminars are held, and an
increase in the kind of community vigilance that
helps protect community members with albinism.
Thank you for your support that helps make these
seminars possible!

• 500 students at the University of Dodoma
learned about albinism during an Understanding
Albinism seminar held on June 10.
• 300 people filed through a display and picked
up materials on International Albinism Day in
Dodoma as well.
• An additional 200 people heard about the
work of UTSS and learned about albinism at
a dialogue about albinism at the University on
June 12.
• More than 100 students learned the facts
about albinism, and how to fight discrimination
against the girls and boys who live with it,
during visits to primary schools in June.

Mama’s Groups Continue to Grow and Serve
The Mama’s Groups nurtured by Under The
Same Sun continue to expand, help and protect
the members who meet, sometimes weekly for
support. The groups have done income-generating
activities like bee-keeping projects, jewellery
making and creating greeting cards for sale. At the
moment, their focus is on learning to tie dye fabric
and creating beautiful works of art to help support
themselves and their families.
“These groups are about support,” says volunteer
Rachel Monger, “It is a support physically and
spiritually, and emotionally. It is so huge for them.
UNDER THE SAME SUN

As the women work together to create beautiful fabric, their
ties of friendship and support are also strengthened.
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I think they often feel alone. To support one another “I think it’s getting easier, and that’s the credit to all
in what they are going through, that’s a really big the work UTSS has done.” Rachel says she is seeing
part of what the group is.”
“less fear now than three years ago. For these
women too, many of them have been running,
escaping, hiding from uncles or husbands chasing
them to attack their kids. Coming to a place where
they can trust someone is really a big deal for them.”
“You see them smiling more, they talk to each other
more as trust is built.” The women also learn about
the science of albinism in their groups, which helps
them fight back against the myths that albinism is
the mother’s fault, or a curse against their families.
A mother with albinism and her child receive support and
experience friendship and hope through the Mama’s group.

UTSS meets with Commission on Human Rights and Good
Governance
An important part of the advocacy work of UTSS
is meeting with government officials and other
organizations in Tanzania to educate them and
equip them to work to stop the discrimination
against people with albinism in Tanzania. Peter
Ash, along with UTSS staff members, met in a daylong gathering with the Commission on Human
Rights and Good Governance in Tanzania during his
most recent trip. The Commission brings together
stakeholders who are committed to resolving
human rights issues in Tanzania.
UTSS is a member of the Commission, helping to
sensitize the government and provide solutions to
the issues people with albinism face in the country.

UTSS founder Peter Ash and members of the UTSS team
participated in “A Dialogue on Ending Atrocities Against
Persons With Albinism.”

Members of the police, the Department of Public
Prosecution and the Department of Traditional
Medicine were also present at the meeting,
and heard input from UTSS to help them better
understand albinism, and the important differences
between traditional healers and witch doctors but
also how those two practices can sometimes be
confused or overlap.

made the views of UTSS clear to the head of
the Department of Traditional Medicine, that,
although the organization knows it is a minority
of practitioners who harm people with albinism,
members of UTSS will not be “mingling” with the
department. “In the end, he was clear on my point
of view,” says Ash, who left the meeting “cautiously
optimistic” that the government “is expressing
During the government meeting, Peter Ash more interest in albinism than they did previously.”
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“Not all witch doctors kill people with albinism, “In the culture the consultation of witch doctors
but all killings of people with albinism have been is deeply entrenched. And of course, anyone who
because of witchcraft,” explains Peter Ash.
uses body parts won’t admit it, so it’s impossible to
know which elements of the traditional medicine
industry are trustworthy and which are not,” says
Ash. “When it comes to our staff, we have an all or
nothing policy. It’s in our contract that you shall not
see or be in contact with a witch doctor.”

The recent human rights consultation was held on June 19
in Dar Es Salaam.

“The other very positive thing I want to report is
the strength of our staff team. We have the best
staff team we have ever had. It’s taken us eight
years to develop the team we have. It’s a really,
really good team. They have integrity and they
are so capable. The whole team fits the bill.”
– Peter Ash

National Geographic Story Shines Light on Albinism and
UTSS
In June, National Geographic Magazine, one of the
world’s most-read publications, featured a story
about people living with albinism and the work of
Under The Same Sun.

was a comprehensive story that highlights the
deadly discrimination faced by girls and boys with
albinism in Tanzania, and also everything UTSS is
doing to help.

The National Geographic writer accompanied
Peter Ash for 10 days as he visited UTSS sites
and projects in Tanzania. She also visited the
Vancouver-based office of the charity. The result

Emmanuel Festo, a student in the UTSS Education
Program was featured in the article. “The journalist
saw kids with albinism who might not otherwise be
able to attend school safely, sitting in classrooms
learning, and she learned how vicious attacks
usually end when we do an Understanding Albinism
workshop in a community,” says Ash. “It was a great
experience to introduce a journalist of this calibre
to the realities of people with albinism in Tanzania,
and how our small Canadian charity is making such
a big difference.”
UTSS is thankful to National Geographic Magazine
for covering this crucial issue and spending time
with our organization. You can read the full article
online at www.nationalgeopgrahic.com
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What is it like to go to Tanzania to meet the girls and boys
UTSS works with? We asked Brad…
Brad Sumner is pastor of Jericho Ridge Community Church in Langley, B.C. He is an UTSS volunteer who has
travelled to Tanzania four times to at first understand, and then join in on the work of UTSS. He and his wife
serve as de-facto chaplains to the bi-annual summer camp and help support the staff and students of UTSS.
They were recently in Tanzania to help conduct Understanding Albinism seminars for churches specifically. We
asked Brad to share his heart for the work of UTSS and why he thinks the work is so important and so effective.
How did you first become aware of UTSS?
Brad: Through getting to know Peter Ash [UTSS
founder and CEO] and understanding his heart
and passion. He’s a tireless educator. You can’t
be around him long without understanding about
albinism, and where he invests his time and why.
The annual fundraising gala for us was a gateway to
see the scope of the work and the strategy behind
it. We’ve been involved with a lot of different
agencies and global programs. We have opinions
about how to go about helping people in different
parts of the world productively. We’ve seen a lot
of things. When we saw the UTSS strategy, we
thought “This is effective. This will accomplish the
vision.”

change, like through media and government so that
change is not just interpersonal, but substantial
and systemic.
There is a studiousness about UTSS. They have
looked around the landscape and seen what
charities have done and where they have and
have not succeeded and UTSS has adopted a best
practices model. There’s a savviness to that I like.

We thought we would be engaged with this for
a long time. We started by becoming financial
contributors and then just kept engaged in as many
levels as we could.
What is it about the UTSS strategy that convinced
you of its effectiveness?
Brad: I think it was quite thoughtfully specific. At
first, I thought we could build schools, and then
I realized that idea was counter to an integrated
model. I saw that UTSS had thought about all the
different dynamics and how to make it work -- that
there are high quality schools that exist, so put
kids in good schools and make sure they are good
schools.

Pastor Brad Sumner travels often to Tanzania as a volunteer
with Under The Same Sun. “These kids are just kids,” says
Brad, in our interview with him.

You’ve been to Tanzania four times with UTSS. Tell
us about your response to those trips.
Brad: The first time I went with Peter on one of his
trips. He invited me as a supporter and his pastor.
He wanted us to understand the intense level of
the work. I felt privileged to do that and to really
see. That was in early 2012 and they were working
on showing the film “White and Black” in rural
regions.

And then on the advocacy front, how do you change
a cultural value? You have to change hearts and
minds but you have to do it through institutional I had the opportunity even in that trip to meet
UNDER THE SAME SUN
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some of the families of kids and hear some of the
kid’s stories. That broke my heart. We’ve gone back
to work at summer camps, as a kind of chaplain.

it. It’s almost a depersonalized narrative, very factdriven. Almost like they are distant from it. It’s too
painful to let their emotions come to the surface.
That was one observation I had.

As someone who often explains the work of UTSS
to people, how do you get over their initial disbelief It was strange to listen to someone talk about
that people with albinism face such extreme something so horrific, in a detached way. That
discrimination, even to the point of death?
drove me to explore more about trauma and what
trauma does to a person, and how that sense of
Brad: For most charities, there is an elevator pitch, detachment creates a sense of safety in some
you can explain it in 30 seconds. We drill wells for ways. They are still in a place where the trauma has
people who need clean water. People get it. With a deep impact.
UTSS, you get in the elevator with someone and
they ask What is albinism? Why are they killing Then there is that odd dynamic that these are still
people with albinism?
kids who struggle with the same challenges of life
that every kid does in every country of the world.
It’s the extremity of it that is difficult to grasp and I think of an incident on this most recent trip with
wrestle with.
Emmanuel, who is our little artist who lost limbs
and has one hand with two digits. We were sitting
I started to put some reference points in place to together, and they were having eggs and biscuits. I
help people understand the problem. Everyone has was just watching him devour this. He’s an absolute
probably experienced a sense of discrimination or master of scooping the food toward him and getting
isolation. Then you push that out further and say, it in his mouth. Emmanuel spilled his tea, and it was
“It’s not just discrimination but a belief in your non- like anybody could have spilled their tea on their
personhood, that you are not worthy.” For example, pants. He was embarrassed.
the American experience of slavery which people
usually understand. You keep pushing that further, These kids are just kids.
and explain that this discrimination is institutionally
sanctioned and perpetuated by people at the highest They will ride each other about the things kids will
levels. Now there’s an economic layer people who ride each other on. They have these simple and
are trying to grasp the situation are tracking with. joyful moments in their lives, as any kids do. Yet
Now you push that out to this context in eastern you know that trauma is always there. You live in
Africa and add a spiritual level with the belief in this really odd tension of trying to figure out how
witchcraft. I started the explanation and my own they process both of those things in their world,
thinking with a place I understood and then kept and just the awe of that. I come away in awe of
pushing it further and further.
the absolute resiliency they have in the face of the
things that have been part of their stories.
Many of us won’t have the opportunity to travel to
Tanzania and meet the girls and boys UTSS works How would you encourage friends of UTSS to be
with. Can you tell us what it is like to meet the even more involved?
children who have gone through so much?
People need to figure out if this is a cause that
Brad: You’re meeting a victim of trauma. Like captures their heart, then just figure out what it is
friends of ours who, for example, have had their that you have to offer for this cause.
house burn down, or there has been a painful loss
of a loved one, they go into a story telling mode, For some people that is resources on the finance
kind of a recounting of events when they talk about side. I think even if you have other things to offer
UNDER THE SAME SUN
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that is a place to start. It makes a big difference.
UTSS has to provide all the things that families
have to provide. I realized again on this trip that
the complexity and logistical challenge of providing
school supplies for these kids is insane.
One staff person has to go and personally deliver
all the school supplies, drive six hours to drop off
school supplies to 40 kids, to start them into a new
semester. That takes money to provide that very
basic stuff.

last year did a whole unit about albinism in her
classroom and then all the students came to the
gala. That teacher used what she had. She had a
heart that was captured and she brought others in.
She got 28 kids excited about this and raised a lot
of money in her community

You have something that is unique for you to bring
to this cause. I’m a pastor. Pastors have networks
with other pastors. That’s one thing I bring to the
cause. I can talk to pastors who can then bring
this issue to their congregations. Maybe you’re a
But every one of us has resources of various kinds. business person and you can bring other business
For some people, it is their influence. They are well people in. What is unique for you?
connected to other people. They can use their
influence to bring people to the table. A teacher

One easy thing you can do today is forward this newsletter
to a friend who may not be familiar with UTSS. Thank you!
Thank you! Your support of the work of Under The Same Sun is changing the lives of girls and boys with
albinism in Tanzania.
With your help, the UTSS Education Program changes the future of people with albinism who face
often deadly discrimination in Tanzania
• 400 students in the program since 2010
• 85 graduates
• Vocational training and career placement
• The Guide for Educators of Persons with Albinism included in the official educational curriculum
of all schools in Tanzania since 2013
With your help, the UTSS Advocacy and Public Awareness changes the minds, hearts and actions of
others toward girls and boys with albinism.
The Advocacy and Public Awareness program of UTSS educates people on the truths about albinism and
fights for the inclusive human rights of people with albinism.
• Understanding Albinism seminars in villages, universities, schools, hospitals, and more.
• “The Truth About People with Albinism” leaflet distribution in rural areas.
• National and increasingly international media presence: radio, TV, newspapers, magazines.
• White and Black: Crimes of Colour documentary film screenings across Tanzania
Visit our redesigned website at www.underthesamesun.com to learn more!
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